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Golden Holly Stumpwork  

 

 

Instructions 

 

Detached Holly Leaves 

 

A size 10 crewel needle and a single strand of thread are used throughout unless otherwise indicated. 

 

Place the green cotton fabric into the hoop and tighten until drum tight. 

 

Trace the detached leaf patterns onto your tracing paper/ baking paper. 

 

Transfer the detached leaves to the fabric by placing the tracing paper over your fabric and then slip 

the transfer paper, coloured side down, between the fabric and the tracing paper.  Tape in place if 

desired.  Place a support underneath your hoop to give a firm surface to work on.   Using the stylus, 

trace over the leaf designs.  

 

Starting at the tip of the leaf, couch the green covered wire along the centre vein of the leaf.  Turn at 

the base of the leaf and couch the wire around the outline of the leaf. When you reach the base of 

the leaf, make a couching stitch over both wires and leave a 2.5 cm (1”) tail. 
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Using DMC 986, embroider over the wire with button hole stitch around the outline of the leaf only. 

Start with a chain stitch - bring the needle up on the inside of the wire shape and take it down in the 

same place forming a loop with the thread.  Come up on the outside of the wire bringing the needle 

up through the loop.  Continue in buttonhole stitch - take the needle down on the inside of the wire 

shape and up on the outside of the wire and through the loop.  

 

 

 

 

 

Overcast stitch over the wire along the centre vein. 

 

 

 

Fill the leaf with padded satin stitch, using DMC 986 on the darkest side of the leaf and DMC 988 

with the other side. 

 

When all leaves have been completed, carefully cut out the leaves and set aside. 

 

Holly Berries 

 

Using DMC 666, cover each pony bead.  Using the size 10 crewel needle, take a long strand of thread 

through the bead.  Leave a 5 cm (2”) tail to hold onto.  This tail will also be used to secure the bead 

to the fabric.  Take the thread around the outside of the bead and through the hole in the same 

direction as before.  Pull the thread firmly and continue taking the thread around the outside of the 

bead and through the hole until the bead is completely covered.   

 

Secure the thread on the inside of the bead by taking the needle through the 

wound threads a couple of times. 

 

 

 

Scroll Work 

Place the square of silk dupion over the square of quilters muslin, aligning the grain of the fabrics.  

Place the fabric in the hoop and tighten until drum tight.  Transfer the design in the same manner as 

before. 
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Couch No 1 Gilt twist along each line using the Daruma silk thread or Gutermann thread.  For the 

large scrolls, cut a piece of Twist approximately 20cm long.  Fold in half.  Starting at the tip of the 

scroll i.e. closest to the outside edge of the design, place the fold on the end of the line and make a 

couching stitch at right angles over the folded end.  Hold the doubled Twist threads along the 

marked line and continue to work couching stitches at 3mm (1/8”) intervals.  When you reach the 

end, leave a 2.5cm (1”) tail on both pieces of the twist.   

 

 
 

Sink the threads, one at a time, to the back of the work.  It is helpful to unravel the threads to reveal 

the cotton core before sinking by gently pulling the gold wire until it is approximately 2-3 cm from 

the fabric.   Insert a size 18 chenille needle at the end of the stitched line. Push the needle down 

until just the eye is above the fabric.  Thread the tip of the unravelled twist into the eye of the 

needle and gently pull the needle through from the back of your work.  Secure the metal threads on 

the back of your work using whip stitch. 

 

 

To couch the short scrolls, a single strand of twist is used.  Lay the gilt twist along the marked line, 

leaving a 2.5cm (1”), and couch along the line.  When you reach the end leave a 2.5cm (1”) tail.  Sink 

the tails to the back of your work and secure. 

 

Attaching the Leaves and Berries 

 

The leaves are attached in a small circular area in the centre of the design (leave enough space for 

the three berries). Use the photograph as a guide when placing the leaves.  Insert the size 16 

Chenille needle.  Push the needle down until just the eye is above the fabric.  Thread the wire tail of 

the leaf through the hole created by the needle.  Gently pull down from the back.  Pull the needle all 

the way through.  Pull the wire firmly and position the leaf in the desired position on the front.  On 

the wrong side of the fabric, bend the wire tail so that it sits under the leaf and secure the tail using 

whip stitch.  Repeat for the other two leaves. 

 

To attach the berries, thread the 5cm tail of thread into a crewel needle and use this thread to stitch 

the berries in place.  Place each berry at a different angle to add character to your piece. 
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Finishing – Mounting your embroidery on the lid of the satin covered box 

 

Remove your piece from the hoop and trim back the fabric leaving a 2.5cm (1”) edge around the 

design border.  Using a double strand of strong thread, work a double row of tacking stitches 

approximately 1/2" from the outside boundary of your design. You may find it useful to clip out 

small “v”s of fabric from the gathered area to reduce the bulk.  Take care not to cut the tacking 

thread.   

 

Place embroidery face down onto a clean gentle surface e.g. a towel. Remove the lid insert from the 

box. Place it face down and centre it on your embroidery. Use the tails of your tacking stitches to 

gather in the tacking stitches, smoothing and evening as necessary, until the embroidered fabric is 

closed firmly over the lid insert.   Use a double knot to tie the ends of the thread together. Glue or 

silicone the lid insert into the box top. 

 

Hope you enjoyed this little piece of Christmas Cheer 
 

Regards Sandy 


